Role of grain-to-grain contacts on profiles of retained colloids in porous media in the presence of an energy barrier to deposition.
Deposition of 36-microm gold-coated hollow microspheres in two porous media (glass beads and quartz sand, 710-850 microm) was examined using X-ray microtomography (XMT) in the presence of an energy barrier to deposition under fluid velocity conditions representative of engineered filtration systems. XMT allowed examination of the deposition at different locations at the grain surfaces (deposition at grain-to-grain contacts versus single-contact deposition). We demonstrate that in the presence of an energy barrier to deposition, grain-to-grain contacts strongly influence colloid deposition and the spatial distribution of retained colloids in porous media. This result contrasts drastically with observations in the absence of an energy barrier to deposition, where consistency with filtration theory was observed. In the presence of an energy barrier, colloids were dominantly retained at grain-to-grain contacts, and the concentration of retained particles varied nonmonotonically with transport distance. It is proposed that the nonmonotonic profiles resulted from translation of surface-associated microspheres and subsequent immobilization at grain-to-grain contacts. This hypothesis is demonstrated using a conceptual model. The mutability and sensitivity of retained profiles to system conditions (from hyper-exponential to nonmonotonic) may reflect the interplay of different deposition mechanisms under different conditions.